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1 - Amy Rose

Amy Rose the hedgehog was an orphan. But when Amy was eight she got kidnapped by Metal Sonic.
Forgetting her Pico Pico Hammer she was defenseless. Luckily Sonic came to save the day. It was love
at first site, seeing that blue blur save her life. Ever since that day Amy has been obsessed with Sonic.
Amy Rose is a whiney type. She doesn't like being left behind. Amy is twelve years old. She has green
eyes, pink fur, red shoes with a white stripe going down the middle, a red dress, red head band, two gold
bracelets, spiky hair, her weapon is her Pico Pico hammer, 39lb., and is 2”11.Amy is a stalker to Sonic,
so he runs away from her. Amy is fast but not as fast as Sonic. Sonic really likes Amy, but saving the
world and everything he doesn't have time for a girlfriend or wife and kids.      
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2 - Shadow The Hedgehog

Shadow the hedgehog was an experiment called the ultimate life form.

When the military invaded the space colony ark, Maria (one of Shadow's inventors)sent    Shadow in a
capsule in space. Maria would have went in the capsule with him,

but she couldn't fit. The Military ended up killing Maria. Maria was Shadow's best,

and only friend. Her last words were “Give them a chance to be happy”. Fifty years

later Eggman (the villain) unleashed shadow and all shadow wanted was the chaos

emeralds for revenge. If they have all of the seven chaos emeralds they can power

the eclipse cannon that can destroy the world. After they got the chaos emeralds

Amy reminded Shadow what Maria said so Shadow kept his promise to Maria and 

helped everyone. Shadow was thought to be dead, but he really fell to the down to

the world. Shadow's age is unknown, he is 3”3, has spiky black and red hair, black fur, white shoes with
a red stripe on the bottom of the side, his most common attack

is The Homing Attack, he doesn't wear clothes. Shadow may be evil, but he has a sweet side too.
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